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About this Book

 This Common Core Lessons and Activities Book 
allows you to immediately meet new Common Core State 
Standards for English Language Arts, as well as Literacy 
and Writing in History/Social Studies.  It is designed to 
supplement your Social Studies resources, adding new 
Common Core rigor, analysis, writing, inference, text-
dependent questions, and more into your daily instruction.

How to Use this Book:

•	 Work through the lessons and activities as a class 
to teach your students higher-order thinking, 
analysis, and 21st century skills necessary to meet 
new Common Core expectations.

•	 Allow students to work through the lessons 
independently to build and practice these new 
skills.

•	 Include technology, collaboration, presentation, 
and discussion in the activities as you desire—you 
can decide how in-depth to go. 

•	 Watch your class develop new abilities to meet the 
rigor of Common Core State Standards, right before 
your eyes!

Tips:

•	 Use some of the pages—or use them all—based on 
your grade, your students, your curriculum, and 
your needs.

•	 Use the pages at their current size, or if you 
prefer them to be 8-1/2” x 11”, enlarge them 
125% on your copy machine.

•	 Download graphic organizers labeled “GO” in the 
Table of Contents by going to:  
www.gallopade.com/client/go

•	 Use the correlations grid to easily see which 
Common Core standards are covered in each 
lesson.

Common Core Lessons & Activities Books

Social Studies Titles:

•	Declaration of 
Independence

•	U.S. Constitution
•	Bill of Rights
•	Road to the Civil War
•	The Civil War:  Key Battles 

& Events
•	 Jamestown
•	Key Events of World War II
•	Civil Rights Movement
•	Branches of Government
•	Basic Economic Concepts
•	Women’s Suffrage and the 

19th Amendment
•	The American Revolution

•	Explorers
•	The Olympics
•	Underground Railroad
•	Forms of Government:  

Democracy, Monarchy, & 
Oligarchy & More

•	Ancient Greece
•	Ancient Egypt
•	Native Americans
•	 Indian Removal & the Trail 

of Tears
•	 Inventors & Inventions
•	Map Skills
•	Westward Expansion
•	Communities

Science Titles:

•	Habitats
•	 States of Matter
•	Cell Structure
•	Weather
•	Water Cycle
•	Energy
•	 Solar System
•	 Sound
•	Mammals
•	Light
•	Rocks and Minerals
•	Oceans
•	Heredity & Genetics

•	Magnetism
•	Natural Resources
•	Ecosystems
•	Force & Motion
•	History of the Earth
•	Life Cycles
•	Wave Properties
•	Landforms
•	 Classification	of	

Organisms
•	Electricity
•	 The	Scientific	Method
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POINT OF VIEW

Loyalists, Neutralists, & Patriots
Read the text and fill in the graphic organizer by writing 
three opinion statements from the point of view of each 
colonist.  An example has been provided. 

 The American Revolutionary War began in 1775, but that 
did not mean that all colonists were in agreement about declaring 
independence from Great Britain—they weren’t!  In fact, almost 
one-third of all colonists did not want independence at all!  

 Colonists who were loyal to King George III and against 
declaring independence were called loyalists.  Loyalists had many 
reasons to remain faithful to Great Britain.  Some loyalists wanted to 
keep British military protection.  Other loyalists were still connected 
to Britain by family and history.  Some colonists felt a strong sense 
of duty toward King George III.  In fact, many colonists considered 
themselves British citizens instead of “American colonists.” 

 Many colonists wished to remain neutral.  Neutralists often 
valued independence but understood that Britain offered protection, 
government, and trade.  They also were unsure about waging war.  

 Patriots, colonists who wanted independence, had many 
reasons to be unhappy with British rule.  Many patriots were 
influenced by the writings of John Locke, who stated that men have 
the right to oppose unjust governments.  The Sons of Liberty were 
the most famous group of patriots.  They were not content with 
British taxes and longed for freedom from British rule.  Patriots saw 
King George III as a tyrant who ruled unfairly, imposed unfair taxes, 
and used deadly violence against colonists in the Boston Massacre.

Loyalist Neutralist Patriot
1.  King George III is 
our beloved king!

1. 1.

2. 2. 2.

3. 3. 3.
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READING INFORMATIONAL TEXT

The British Perspective
Read the text and answer the questions.  Then complete 
the graphic organizer.

 The colonists listed many complaints against the King, but 
King George III had a different point of view.  For King George III, 
the Declaration of Independence was a clear sign of disrespect 
and defiance.  Britain had recently defended the colonies during 
the French and Indian War.  British Parliament thought a small tax 
on certain goods was a small price to pay for the protection of the 
British army.  Britain left a standing army on guard in the colonies 
to protect the colonists from French and Indian attacks, and acts of 
Parliament were meant to help govern the colonies.  Additionally, 
the British considered the colonies property of Great Britain.

 The British side of key events, such as the Boston Massacre 
and the Boston Tea Party, tells a different side of history.  British 
accounts of the Boston Massacre claimed that the massacre was an 
accident.  They also accused the colonists of violently provoking 
and attacking British guards.  When the Sons of Liberty threw British 
tea into Boston Harbor, British companies lost a large profit.  The 
colonists’ attempts at independence, including self-government and 
independent trade, angered the British government.  The Declaration 
of Independence was final proof of colonial disrespect toward Great 
Britain and King George III.

1. Why did Great Britain leave a standing army in the colonies?
2. How did the Boston Tea Party affect the British? 

Issue British Point of View
Taxation
Standing  
Army
Boston Tea 
Party
Boston  
Massacre
Declaration of  
Independence
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READING INFORMATIONAL TEXT

Authors of the Declaration
Read the text and answer the questions.

 Thomas Jefferson was a well-known politician at the time 
of the American Revolution.  He is often called the “Father of the 
Declaration of Independence” because he was responsible for 
writing the document.  However, Thomas Jefferson did not write it 
alone.  

 Congress selected a “Committee of Five,” including Benjamin 
Franklin, Roger Sherman, Richard R. Livingston, John Adams, and 
Thomas Jefferson, to produce the Declaration of Independence.  
Thomas Jefferson and the committee took many ideas from other 
writers and thinkers.  One of these writers was George Mason.

 George Mason was an important politician who wrote the 
Virginia Declaration of Rights.  He was influenced by John Locke, 
who claimed all people should have certain rights.  These rights 
are known as natural rights, which are basic rights that Mason 
believed no government should deny.  Mason included the right 
to “enjoyment of life and liberty... and pursuing and obtaining 
happiness...”  Thomas Jefferson used George Mason’s Declaration of 
Rights as a model when writing the Declaration of Independence.  
Mason’s work also had an important influence on another major 
American document, the Bill of Rights.

1. A. Define natural rights as it is used in the text.  
B. In your own words, give an example of a natural right.

2. Is “Father of the Declaration” a fair title for Thomas Jefferson?  Why or 
why not?

3. How did George Mason’s Virginia Declaration of Rights influence the 
Declaration of Independence?

4. Choose Benjamin Franklin, Roger Sherman, Richard R. Livingston, or 
John Adams.  Use an online or classroom resource to find five important 
facts about that person.  Share your facts with the class.
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READING INFORMATIONAL TEXT

Structure of the Declaration
Read the text and answer the questions.

 The Declaration of Independence is a statement against British 
control on trade, government, and political representation.  In fact, 
it says that the colonies are free from Parliament and King George 
III.  Overall, the Declaration explains and justifies the colonists’ 
independence and gives a straightforward list of reasons why the 
colonies separated from Great Britain. 

 The first section of the Declaration, called the Preamble, 
states that the American people, when necessary, have the right 
to declare independence.  The second section explains the ideas 
behind the Declaration.  According to the Declaration, everyone has 
“certain unalienable rights,” including “Life, Liberty, and the pursuit 
of Happiness.”  It says that the purpose of government is to protect 
those natural rights.  In addition, people can change or oppose their 
government if those unalienable rights are in danger.  

 The third section is a long list of the colonists’ complaints 
against King George III, including taxation and unfair trials.  The 
fourth section claims that the colonists tried to find solutions and 
make peace.  The fifth section restates the colonists’ determination 
to defend their independence and rights.  The last section is a list 
of signers representing all 13 colonies.  Congressional delegates 
signed the Declaration to show the commitment of the colonies to 
protecting independence from Great Britain.

1. What is the purpose of the Declaration of Independence?
2. Describe the five main parts of the Declaration of Independence, not 

including the signers. 
3. From the text, what is the key purpose of a government? 
4. According to the Declaration, when do people have the right to oppose 

an oppressive government?
5. Explain the purpose of the fourth section.  Why might the colonists have 

included it? 
6. If you were a congressional delegate in 1776, would you have signed 

the Declaration of Independence?  Why or why not?
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